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About This Game

The Pepper Prince is a rhyming fairy tale adventure about love, grief, and the power of friendship. Let your imagination take
you on a fantastical journey to the Pepper Kin 5d3b920ae0
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English

Very cute and somewhat short(episode 1) adventure-game with very retro graphics but full mouse controls. Nice and intuitive
puzzle-design. If you don't mind it being short it go for it.. Love the ASCII art :). The sound, oh my dear friend Is key for one's
mind to bend, Around the story that's told here Experienced with few a gear. Easy the intuition goes and lack the game does any
woes, enjoy this ride of yours so fast as I will wait for episodes more at last.. Honestly, I ABSOLUTELY don't know how and
why this slideshow-game manage to be so enjoyable. It's like tiny, very casual (VERY) child of King's Quest series. You see
some gnomes, witches, fairyes and other fairytale's cliche heroes and do "go there, bring this" to make wedding cake, but
atmosphere, funny goofy writing and music support interest to play on. Glad to see games like this, who know what story they
want to tell and how to do it right. Only one nitpick I can name - lack of 'model' for character. Camera perspective not from the
eyes of hero, so there be logic to but on screen, wich walk from screen to screen as a character.. I really liked this game. It's a
fun little point and click adventure set in a fairy tale world, with talking donkeys and stupid rhymes, that made me laugh out
loud sometimes. If you are into the retro asthetics I recommend, that you try it out.. Sweet little point and click adventure in a
world filled with silly rhymes and charming ascii art.
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Episode 2: The Sadness out now! : Happy Easter everybody: The Sadness is here! As the story kicks into gear, you'll be faced
with greater challenges and more complex puzzles as you discover new and unexplored worlds - and perhaps even learn the art
of putting two items together to create something new! We've also taken this opportunity to introduce a couple of improvements
and tweaks for Episode 1: Keyboard navigation, expanded default responses, more clarity in certain character interactions, as
well as smaller bug fixes and rebalancing of achievements.. Episode 2 Release Announcement : We are excited to announce that
The Pepper Prince Episode 2: The Sadness will be released on April 22nd ! And as a special Thank You to our supporters,
owners of the Seasoning Pass get early access to the episode.
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